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On nding a maximum spanning tree of bounded radius
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Abstract
We consider an NP-hard problem of nding in a complete non-oriented edge-weighted graph
a spanning tree of maximal weight, and of radius not exceeding R¿ 0. We give an algorithm
for nding an approximate solution to the problem, with the time complexity O(n2) and relative
error at most 1=R where n is the number of vertices of the input graph. ? 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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Let Gn=(Vn; Un) be a complete non-oriented graph with the vertex set Vn={1; : : : ; n}
and the edge set Un. Let also Dn = (dij)n×n be a symmetric matrix of non-negative
real weights assigned to the edges from the set Un.
Consider an arbitrary spanning tree Tn on the vertex set Vn. By ij(Tn) we shall
denote the number of edges in the simple chain joining the vertices i; j in the spanning
tree Tn, 16i; j6n, i = j.
We introduce the following notations:
ri(Tn) = max{ij(Tn) | j ∈ Vn; i = j} is the height of Tn rooted at the vertex i; i ∈ Vn,
r(Tn) = min{ri(Tn) | i ∈ Vn} is the radius of the spanning tree Tn,
d(Tn) =
∑{dij | (i; j) ∈ Tn} is the weight of the spanning tree Tn,
f(Dn; R)=max{d(T ) |T is a spanning tree on Vn with r(T )6R}; R a natural number.
The optimization problem of nding a maximal spanning tree of bounded diameter
is formulated as follows:
Input: A real-valued symmetric matrix Dn and a natural number R.
Output: a spanning tree T optn such that d(T
opt
n ) = f(Dn; R) and r(T
opt
n )6R:
Note that this problem is obviously solvable in polynomial time for R=1. It becomes
NP-hard already when dij ∈ {1; 2}; 16i; j6n, and R = 2. More precisely, one can
polynomially reduce to it the problem of nding a minimal spanning tree of radius
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R64 when weights of all edges are either 1 or 2; and the latter was proved in [2] to
be NP-hard.
Therefore, we have either to be content with less time-consuming approximate al-
gorithms with guaranteed bounds for the relative error, or to consider some particular
instances of this problem.
Let A be some approximate algorithm producing an admissible spanning tree TAn for
the input (Dn; R) of the problem, and let T
opt
n be an optimal spanning tree for this
input. By the relative error of the algorithm A on the input (Dn; R) we mean the value
d(T optn )− d(TAn )
d(T optn )
:
In [1] it was assumed that elements of the matrix Dn satisfy the triangle inequality: for
every triple {i; j; k}⊂Vn the inequality di;k6di;j + dj;k holds. Under this restriction,
in [1] an approximate algorithm for solving this problem was found; with the time
complexity O(n2) and the relative error at most
min
{
2
5
;
4
R+ 7
;
2
R+ 1
}
:
In the present paper we give an approximate polynomial algorithm A for the most
general formulation of the problem with the relative error not exceeding 1=R:
Below is a detailed description of how the algorithm works on an input (Dn; R):
Algorithm A
Stage 1. By any known method (see, for instance, [3]), we nd a spanning tree T ∗n
of maximum weight in the graph Gn:
The time complexity of this stage is O(n2).
Stage 2. If r(T ∗n )6R; then we put T
A
n :=T
∗
n and go to the nal stage 5. In this case,
we have an optimal solution of the problem.
Stage 3. Choose an arbitrary vertex v ∈ Vn as the root of the tree T ∗n , and partition
all vertices of T ∗n into layers according to their distance from the root: v itself will be
on the zero layer; and every vertex i ∈ Vn; v = i, will belong to the layer vi(T ∗n ).
Every edge of T ∗n will be considered to belong to the smaller of the layers of its two
vertices. Thus, the maximum layer number for vertices of the tree is equal to the height
of the tree with respect to the root v, that is, to the value rv(T ∗n ); and the maximum
layer number for edges is equal to (rv(T ∗n )− 1).
The time complexity of this stage is O(n).
Stage 4. This stage consists of R steps k=0; : : : ; R−1: On the kth step, we construct a
spanning tree Tkn by replacing some edges of the tree T
∗
n by other edges in the following
way. We delete from T ∗n all edges lying in the layers with numbers Rl + k, where l
is an integer, 06l6(n − k)=R	. Then all vertices on the layers Rl + k + 1, where l
is an integer, 06l6(n− k − 1)=R	, are joined to the root v. The resulting spanning
tree is denoted by Tkn . We repeat this process R times, taking as the value of k all
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integers from the interval [0; R−1]. From the set {Tkn | 06k6R−1} of spanning trees
we choose one having the maximum weight and denote it by TAn .
The time complexity of this stage is O(n). Indeed, before each step we keep only
one of the spanning trees constructed on previous steps, that of maximal weight. The
number of operations on step k, 06k6R− 1, is proportional to the number of edges
of the tree T ∗n belonging to the layers with numbers Rl + k, where l is an integer,
06l6(n − k)=R	. Thus, the total number of operations made at the fourth stage is
proportional to the total number of edges of the spanning tree T ∗n , that is, to O(n).
Stage 5. The spanning tree TAn is the output of the algorithm.
End.
The graphs Tkn , 06k6R−1, constructed during the fourth stage were called spanning
trees. This is easy to justify. It is obvious that each subgraph Tkn is connected, and
contains all vertices from Vn. The transformation gk :T ∗n → Tkn does not change the
number of edges, that is, we have |T ∗n \ Tkn | = |Tkn \ T ∗n |, and |Tkn | = |T ∗n | = n − 1. It
follows that Tkn is a spanning tree on the vertex set Vn.
Thus the output TAn of the Algorithm A is a spanning tree. To prove that the algorithm
is correct it remains to show that r(TAn )6R. By the construction of the spanning trees
Tkn , 06k6R− 1, we have rv(Tkn )6R. Therefore rv(TAn )6R and r(TAn )6R.
Theorem 1. The Algorithm A is correct; its time complexity does not exceed O(n2);
and the relative error is at most 1=R.
Proof. The rst claim has already been proved in the above remarks.
The time complexity of each stage of the algorithm has been estimated in the al-
gorithm description: the rst stage requires O(n2) operations; other stages — at most
O(n) operations.
By denition,
d(TAn )¿
R−1∑
k=0
d(Tkn )=R:
Note that each spanning tree Tkn contains all edges of the tree T
∗
n except the edges
belonging to the layers Rl+ k, 06l6(n− k)=R	 (the tree T 0n contains also the edges
of T ∗n from the zero layer). Therefore every edge of T
∗
n is replaced during the fourth
stage at most once. It follows that
R−1∑
k=0
d(Tkn )¿(R− 1)d(T ∗n )¿(R− 1)d(T optn );
or
d(T optn )− d(TAn )
d(T optn )
6
1
R
:
Theorem 1 is proved.
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In our estimation of the relative error of the Algorithm A we did not use weights of the
edges from {Tkn \T ∗n }. They can be taken into account, for instance, when all elements
of the matrix Dn belong to the interval [1; s].
Theorem 2. For the problem of 2nding a maximal spanning tree of bounded radius
with the input {Dn; R} the Algorithm A 2nds a solution with the relative error at
most (s− 1)=(sR) if weights of all edges are integer numbers from the interval [1; s].
Proof. Fix a vertex v ∈ Vn. The weights of the edges from the set {Tkn \ T ∗n } can be
estimated from below by their minimum value, that is, by 1. Then
R−1∑
k=0
d(Tkn )¿(R− 1)d(T ∗n ) + n− 1:
Therefore,
d(TAn )¿(R− 1)d(T ∗n )=R+ (n− 1)=R
or
d(TAn )=d(T
opt
n )¿(R− 1)=R+
n− 1
(n− 1)sR = 1− 1=R+ 1=(sR);
since
d(T optn )6min{d(T ∗n ); (n− 1)s}:
It follows that
(d(T optn )− d(TAn ))=d(T optn )61=R− 1=(sR) = (s− 1)=(sR):
Theorem 2 is proved.
In the above algorithm, the root v of the spanning tree T ∗n was chosen arbitrarily.
The algorithm can be further improved by considering all vertices of Vn as possible
roots of the tree T ∗n . The time complexity of the resulting modied Algorithm A1 has
the same growth rate as that of A (in Algorithm A1 only stages 2–4 of the Algorithm
A are performed n times instead of once). The estimate for the quality of Algorithm
A1 can be somewhat improved as compared to Algorithm A; namely, the bound for
the relative error can be reduced to (1− 2=n)=R.
Theorem 3. For the problem of 2nding a maximal spanning tree of bounded radius
with the input {Dn; R}; Algorithm A1 2nds a solution with the relative error at most
(1− 2=n)=R.
Proof. Denoted by (v) the set of edges in the zero layer of the tree T ∗n rooted at the
vertex v. Assume that Tkn = T
k
n (v). Obviously, (v)⊂Tkn , 06k6R− 1. Therefore,
R−1∑
k=0
d(Tkn )¿(R− 1)d(T optn ) + d((v))
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or
n∑
v=1
R−1∑
k=0
d(Tkn )¿n(R− 1)d(T optn ) + 2d(T ∗n );
since
n∑
v=1
d((v)) = 2d(T ∗n ):
It follows that
d(TA1n )¿(1=nR)
n∑
v=1
R−1∑
k=0
d(Tkn )¿(1− 1=R+ 2=(nR))d(T optn ):
Theorem 3 is proved.
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